
Two weeks of no school means a lot of kids with time on their hands! Our neighbor
kids have been busy at the farm picking up trash, helping in the garden, and even

giving our mop a "new do"! We are hopeful they will return to school Monday.
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The HCDP team was able to return to the US (via helicopter to Port Au Prince,
then commercial flights home) on Saturday. We are thankful for their safe
return.

  
Things have calmed down significantly here in Haiti. There have been no major
protests in Gonaives this week, and we had reports that the road to Port was
clear yesterday. Parents have yet to send their children back to school, and fuel
is still scarce, but all indications show we are headed in the right direction.

Prayer

Continue to pray for Haiti. While there is peace at the moment, many of the
issues at the heart of the protesting remain unresolved. Because of the unrest,
the tourism portion Haiti's economy is taking a huge blow. People are taking
advantage of the general fear, and Abigail's clinic manager JB was robbed on
Monday in Port on a trip to buy supplies. He is fine physically, but shaken up
emotionally.

  
The HCDP vocational school has 6 students from Port de Paix who are living in
the dorms on the farm. We get together with them weekly for a meal, games,
and conversation. Please pray for our interactions with these students.

Scripture

 Do not be anxious about anything, but in every situation, by prayer and
petition, with thanksgiving, present your requests to God. And the peace of
God,which transcends all understanding, will guard your hearts and your minds
in Christ Jesus.

 Philippians 4:6-7

Quote

"Sometimes strength of soul looks like doing the dishes because it is the right
thing to do in the chaos of risk... The answer is doing the right thing in the



moment, and it's often physical and very practical." Anna E. Hampton, Facing
Danger: A Guide Through Risk

  
I (Abigail) started this book last Friday (an appropriate time). While it deals
more with serving in places where there is open opposition to the Gospel, the
principles have rung true as we have processed the events of the past couple
of weeks. This was especially encouraging to me- when facing uncertainty or
crisis of any sort, often faith is not as dramatic as we imagine- instead, it looks
like praying and continuing to do the ordinary tasks set in front of you, rather
than giving into the paralysis of fear and worry.

Daily Life

Left: Micaiah gets a kiss from our friend Moses. Moses's family runs an organization
called Hope Community Project that focuses on family preservation in Gonaives. We
love getting together with them for movie nights! Because of his Downs Syndrome

diagnosis, Moses primarily communicates through sign language- we think we'll hire
him to teach Micaiah!

 Right: A frog friend hanging out in our water pump.

Thank you for praying with us this week! Reply to this email and let us know what's
going on in your life and how we can pray for you!

https://eepurl.us11.list-manage.com/track/click?u=9fcd5f86aff1763ab9ca47ec3&id=f40b53b804&e=4eda7255f6
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